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Message froM the Chair
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Keep up to date with the Litigation Section E-mail Discussion List!

The Litigation Section Council had another busy, produc-
tive year, presenting multiple educational programs, giving 
two awards, and producing three newsletters. The Section’s 
Program Committee, chaired by Mary Ellen Flynn, produced, 
in conjunction with the Young Lawyers and Criminal Law 
and Practice Sections, two “nuts and bolts” educational 
programs focused on District Court practice, and it is sched-
uled to present a program at the MSBA annual meeting in 
Ocean City (co-chaired by Ann Sheridan and Alan Stern-
stein). Steve Klepper and Brad McCullough organized a 
very informative program, cosponsored by the Family and 
Juvenile Law Section and Miles and Stockbridge, on Litigat-
ing Family Law Appeals, and they are coordinating the an-
nual Ocean City program “Supreme Court Year in Review.”  

On April 27, 2017, the Litigation Section had its annual judge’s 

dinner in Annapolis. During the dinner, judges from Maryland’s 
State District Court and federal Magistrate Judges gave practice 
tips to the attending lawyers. I had the honor of presenting “the 
Honorable Glenn T. Harrell, Jr. Award of Judicial Excellence” 
to Judge Patrice E. Lewis for her many contributions to the 
Judiciary, the Bar, and the public. For more details regarding 
Judge Lewis’ contributions and accomplishments, see the ar-
ticle by Ann Sheridan in this newsletter. Many thanks to Lydia 
Lawless for her hard work chairing this very well-attended 
event, which included close to 200 judges, lawyers, and guests.  

In addition to programs, the Litigation Section has attempted 
to provide information of interest and practice tips to its 
members in other ways. Under the leadership of Erin Risch, 
the Litigation Section produced three issues of The Maryland 
Litigator, and the MSBA Appellate Blog, spearheaded 
by Steve Klepper, continued to expand its reach. Many 
thanks to them, as well as to Judge Michael DiPietro for his 
leadership on the Awards Committee, and Andy Baida, our 
Treasurer, for making sure that we stayed within our budget.  

I would like to thank everyone on the Section Coun-
cil (and others) that gave time to help with the pro-
grams and other activities of the Section. Best of luck to 
Mary Ellen Flynn as the incoming Chair for next year.

- Kathryn Grill Graeff
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On April 27, 2017, the Litigation 
Section hosted a dinner reception 
for Maryland’s state district court 
and federal magistrate judges at the 
Doubletree Hilton in Annapolis. The 
evening offered an opportunity for 
Section members to mingle and dine 
with esteemed jurists and to receive 
useful practice tips from them. Ad-
ditionally, the festivities included the 
presentation of the Honorable Glenn 
T. Harrell, Jr. Award of Judicial Excel-
lence to the Honorable Patrice E. Lewis.

The criteria for the award (formerly known as “Judge of the Year”) are (1) 
knowledge of the law, (2) courtroom management skills, (3) reputation for fair-
ness and civility, and (4) extra-curricular service to the judiciary, the bar and 
the community. Prior recipients of the award include Judge Alan Wilner, Judge 
Stuart Berger, Judge John Morrissey, Judge Daniel Long, and Judge Glenn 
Harrell.  Judge Kathryn Graeff, Section Council Chair, presented the award.

In her introductory remarks, Judge Graeff noted that Judge Lewis has been an associate 
judge for the District Court of Maryland, in Prince George’s County, for 27 years and 
has worked actively to improve the court system through extensive committee work 
and through training of fellow judges. Judge Lewis served 10 years as Chair of the 
Prince George’s County Domestic Violence Coordinating Council, and for the past 10 
years she has served as Chair of the Prince George’s County Mental Health Advisory 
Coordinating Council. That Council meets monthly to increase collaboration between 
community mental health treatment providers and the courts, as well as identify needs 
of individuals with mental disorders to local and state governmental agencies. Judge 
Lewis has served as the Coordinating Judge for the Mental Health Court in Prince 
George’s County since 2007. Judge Lewis also served as a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Judicial Institute (now known as Judicial College) from 1992 until 
2015. During her involvement with the Institute, Judge Lewis was a frequent program 
presenter. Judge Graeff remarked that she always found Judge Lewis’s presentations 
to be clear, concise, and very informative. Judge Lewis also served as Co-Dean of the 
New Trial Judge’s Orientation (sometimes referred to as “Baby Judge School”) for 23 
years. In addition to her efforts to improve the judiciary, Judge Lewis has been very 
active with the MSBA, having served two terms on the Board of Governors of the 
MSBA, and having served as Chair of the Criminal Law Section Council. She also is 
Past President of the Prince George’s County Bar Association. In additional remarks, 
Judge Morrissey lauded Judge Lewis as a “champion” for citizens afflicted with mental 
health issues, and for her extensive years of devotion to “Baby Judge School.” Several 
other jurists fondly remembered being shown the judicial ropes by Judge Lewis.

After the presentation of the award, the judges took turns sharing practice tips for 
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(continued on Page 8)

rePaying MediCare advantage (Part C) liens -  
is anyone safe?

By StepHen M. CorneliuS and GreGG e. Viola

Every litigator knows, or certainly should know, that it is 
imperative to timely repay Medicare liens after a case is 
resolved. The law and procedures for identifying standard 
Medicare Parts A and B liens, appealing the amount of such liens 
and satisfying the reimbursement of said liens has evolved over 
time, resulting in a more standardized, streamlined process.1 
What a number of practitioners fail to appreciate, however, 
is that there is a distinction between Medicare Parts A and B 
versus Medicare Part C a/k/a Medicare Advantage. Unlike the 
evolution of the law and procedures related to Medicare Parts 
A and B liens, Medicare Advantage (Part C) liens are not as 
well known, and can be difficult to identify, thereby posing 
a significant risk and exposure to insurance companies and 
attorneys. This article explores issues related to the failure 
to repay Medicare Part C liens, including recent trends that 
have arisen from litigation across the country, potential 
exposure to settling insurers, attorneys and parties, and practice 
pointers for litigators to limit their exposure going forward.

What is Medicare Part C?

The Medicare Act2 consists of five parts – A, B, C, D and 
E – and functions as a “federally funded health insurance 
program for the elderly and the disabled.”3 Medicare Parts 
A and B “create, describe, and regulate traditional fee-for-
service, government-administered Medicare.”4 Medicare 
Part C, on the other hand, outlines the Medicare Advantage 
program, which was succinctly summarized by the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit as follows:

Part C allows Medicare enrollees to obtain 
their Medicare benefits through private 
insurers [called Medicare Advantage 
Organizations] (MAOs) instead of receiving 
direct benefits from the government under 
Parts A and B….  [The Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS)] pays an MAO 
a fixed amount for each enrollee, per capita….  
The MAO then administers Medicare 
benefits for those enrollees and assumes the 
risk associated with insuring them.  MAOs… 
are thus responsible for paying covered 
medical expenses for their enrollees.5

In other words, Part C enables Medicare beneficiaries to 
elect private insurers in lieu of the government to deliver 
their Medicare benefits.6 “To be approved to be an MAO, 
the private insurer must enter a bidding process, meeting 

certain threshold requirements.”7 If approved, the MAO must 
provide an “Evidence of Coverage” approved by CMS to its 
enrollees on an annual basis, extend the same basic benefits 
offered to traditional Medicare enrollees under Parts A and 
B, and abide by CMS national coverage determinations.8

Secondary Payer Provisions

Congress enacted the Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) 
statutory scheme9 to “curb the rising costs of Medicare.”10 
Under the MSP, private insurers covering the same treatment 
as Medicare would be deemed “primary payers” and Medicare 
would be considered a “secondary payer,” whereby Medicare 
benefits became an entitlement of last resort, available only if 
no private insurer was liable.11 That being said, the MSP “gives 
the Secretary the authority to make ‘conditional payments’ in 
circumstances where a primary payer is actually responsible 
for the cost of medical treatment but ‘has not made or cannot 
reasonably be expected to make payment with respect to 
such item or service promptly.’”12 If such a “conditional 
payment” is made, the “primary plan must subsequently 
reimburse the Medicare Trust Fund[,]” or else the “United 
States may bring an action against any or all entities that are 
or were required or responsible ... to make payment ... under 
a primary plan” and “then collect double damages[.]”13 The 
class of “any or all entities” includes “an entity that receives 
payment from a primary plan,”14 and the Code of Federal 
Regulations specifically provides that “CMS has a right of 
action to recover its payments from any entity, including a 
beneficiary, provider, supplier, physician, attorney, State agency 
or private insurer that has received a primary payment.”15

The MSP “does not mention MAOs and refers almost 
exclusively to the Secretary, the United States, and the Medicare 
trust fund.”16 However, there is a separate provision in Part C 
entitled “Organization as secondary payer” (hereinafter referred 
to as the “MAO Secondary Payer Provision”) that cross-
references the MSP and provides, in pertinent part, that a MAO

may (in the case of the provision of items 
and services to an individual under a 
Medicare+Choice plan under circumstances 
in which payment under this subchapter 
is made secondary pursuant to section 
1395y(b)(2) of this title) charge or authorize 
the provider of such services to charge … 
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Covenants not to CoMPete in Maryland
By tHoMaS J. dolina, eSq. and reeMa Sood, law ClerK

(continued on Page 11)

Maryland case law on covenants not to compete remains 
sparse, leaving attorneys confounded in a persistent gray area.1 
Non-compete agreements are designed to serve several key 
functions for employers interested in protecting their busi-
nesses by providing protection of proprietary information, 
confidential information, trade secrets, and other business 
interests.2 However, the courts naturally tend to view the 
restriction that non-compete agreements impose on the free-
dom of employees as unjustifiable and unduly burdensome.3 
In order to assess the conflicting interests of businesses and 
former employees, Maryland courts typically try to balance 
the interests of the employer that seeks to protect crucial 
information and the employee who wishes to change his or 
her employment freely.4 Special topics business litigators 
ought to consider in this complex and constantly developing 
area of law include the general rules governing enforceabil-
ity of restrictive covenants in employment agreements, tips 
for drafting covenants not to compete, and important ques-
tions to ask employer clients before engaging in litigation.

NON -COMPETE AGREEMENTS GENERALLY

Non-compete agreements function to restrict the capacity of a 
former employee of a business or entity from seeking future 
employment that may compromise the business or entity’s inter-
ests.5 In Maryland, in order for a court to enforce a non-compete 
agreement, the employer must prove that (1) the restraint is 
confined within limits which are no wider as to area and dura-
tion than are reasonably necessary for the protection of the 
business of the employer; and (2) the restraint does not impose 
undue hardship on the employee or disregard the interest of the 
public.6 Some of the factors the court will consider as it makes 
this determination are: “(1) whether the restriction is reasonable 
in area and duration; (2) the hardships its enforcement might 
impose on the employee; (3) the interests of the public; (4) and 
whether the employee sought to be enjoined performs unique 
services, is soliciting customers, using trade secrets, assigned 
routes, customer lists, or is exploiting personal contacts es-
tablished between the employee and his customers during his 
employment.”7 These elements may prove puzzling to both em-
ployers deciding whether to incorporate restrictive covenants 
into their employment agreements and employees subject to 
them.8 Employers that wish to use restrictive covenants to pro-
tect their interests need to ensure they draft their employment 
agreements with these elements in mind and aim for specificity.9

NOTES FOR DRAFTING EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS

Employers should draft their employment agreements carefully 

to protect their business interests while still being careful not 
to infringe unnecessarily on the employee’s capacity to work.10 
The primary function of the restrictive covenant cannot simply 
be to punish employees for leaving. First, the employer should 
take time to determine what legitimate business interests it 
has that warrant the use of the generally disfavored restrictive 
covenant.11 Courts have held that special training, contact with 
clients and customers, and unique qualifications can constitute 
protectable interests by restrictive covenant.12 Second, the scope 
of the restrictive covenant should be clearly defined.13 A two 
year restriction is common and has been upheld in Maryland 
courts.14 Stretching an agreement beyond two years may appear 
unreasonable and overly restrictive of the former employee.15 
Another necessary component is the geographical limitation 
of the restriction.16 A blanket-prohibition on employment with 
a competitor will likely be found unenforceable; instead, the 
agreement should specify the scope and capacity of employment 
that is prohibited.17 The geographical restriction imposed within 
the restrictive covenant ought to only extend as is reasonably 
necessary to protect the business interests of the employer and 
a needlessly broad range poses unnecessary risk of unenforce-
ability.18 Specificity is critical in determining the geographical 
restriction to withstand the court’s scrutiny.19 Although courts 
have practiced “blue penciling,” a process of striking out unen-
forceable provisions rather than rejecting the entire agreement, 
precise drafting may bypass more lengthy litigation.20 Further, 
it’s prudent for the employer to outline specific remedies for 
breach of the covenant in the agreement.21 If an employee 
breaches a well-drafted restrictive covenant not to compete, 
the employer may seek equitable relief or liquidated dam-
ages, provided that such relief is included in the agreement.22

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT 

Attorneys representing employers seeking to enjoin former 
employees should ask their business clients a few vital ques-
tions prior to filing suit. Does the employer have confidential 
interests that would be damaged by a former employee seeking 
new employment? If so, how significant is the exposure? Per-
haps the employer has confidential patient lists, trade secrets, 
or other proprietary information that could damage the business 
if exposed to outsiders. Alternatively, the employer may have 
invested in an employee’s unique skills through particularized 
training and may be damaged by that loss. When the employer 
suffers harm through damage to its protected interests, enforce-
ment of the restrictive covenant in court may be the best option.
Most actions for enforcement of non-compete agreements 
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distinguished Panel gives  
tiPs for faMily law aPPeals

By SteVen M. Klepper

(continued on Page 12)

On April 18, 2017, the MSBA Litigation Section and its Ap-
pellate Practice Committee, together with the MSBA Family 
and Juvenile Law Section and Miles & Stockbridge, P.C. 
presented a panel, “Effective Appellate Advocacy for Family 
Law Cases,” at the Court of Appeals courtroom in Annapolis.

The distinguished panel consisted of Judge Deborah S. Ey-
ler of the Court of Special Appeals, Cynthia Young, a solo 
practitioner who devotes her entire practice to family law ap-
peals, and Stephen Cullen, the head of Miles & Stockbridge’s 
Family Law & Private Clients Group. The moderator was 
J. Bradford McCullough of Lerch, Early & Brewer, Chtd. 

Counsel should consult with the client about whether an 
appeal is in the client’s interest. In many cases, particularly 
child custody cases, it makes more sense for the client to live 
with the trial court’s ruling. In the ordinary fact-driven case, 
the appellant will need to show both clear error and preju-
dice. Judge Eyler pointed to North v. North, 102 Md. App. 
1 (1994), and Sumpter v. Sumpter, 436 Md. 74 (2013), as 
strong examples of appealable issues. Identifying purely legal 
issues, subject to de novo review, can be key for appellants. 

Timing is important, too. Some appeals come too early, and others 
too late. A request for attorney’s fees is normally a collateral issue 
that does not toll the time to appeal the circuit court’s judgment. 

When writing the brief, counsel can discredit their client’s posi-
tion by listing too many questions presented. More than three or 
four is usually too many, though counsel can phrase a question at 
a more general level to allow sub-points. Appellants should lead 
with their strong points, rather than proceeding in chronological 
order, unless necessary for the argument to make sense. Neutral 
questions that incorporate the standard of review (“Did the cir-
cuit court commit clear error in ruling ….”) are most effective. 

Depending on when appellate counsel first becomes involved, 
there may be time to clarify the issues through a motion filed 
within 10 days after judgment. Many attorneys follow the con-
ventional wisdom not to give trial judges the chance to shore up 
deficient opinions. But if the relief the appellant will be request-
ing is a remand for factual findings that the trial court failed to 
make, it makes sense to seek that same relief from the trial court. 

Trial counsel can provide a roadmap for appellate counsel to 
review the record to identify the issues. But appellate counsel 
should realize that the civil appeal information report, which 
the appellant must file within ten days of the notice of appeal, 

is not binding. The appellant can add or drop issues right up 
through filing the opening brief. Counsel should consider what 
relief is available for an error. Young advised practitioners to 
avoid what she called “homework assignments,” where the only 
relief will be to send the case back to the trial judge to amplify 
his or her reasoning. If outright reversal seems unlikely—as is 
often the case with requests to terminate indefinite alimony—
counsel should consider intermediate positions, such as asking 
the Court of Special Appeals to reduce the alimony award. 

Given the clear error standard, the briefs should state the 
facts as found by the trial judge. If presenting a fact con-
trary to what the trial court held, the appellant can state 
that “witness X testified to Y.” Otherwise, counsel is not 
fairly representing the record. If different questions turn on 
distinct sets of facts, the brief can present those facts with 
the argument on each issue rather than putting the entire 
narrative in the statement at the beginning of the brief. 

The panel warned practitioners not to become too emo-
tionally invested in family law appeals. Counsel should 
resist the urge to respond to ad hominem attacks, which 
can be a particular problem when the other side is pro se. 

At oral argument, counsel may wish to keep one sheet of 
paper with key information, such as the children’s ages or 
the value of major items of property. Counsel should advise 
clients of the right to attend oral argument, but advise them 
not to attend if they might be too emotional. Specific advice 
on how to dress appropriately for oral argument is helpful. 
Some attorneys will bring their clients to sit with them at 
the counsel table. That is not the correct practice, although 
the judges typically will not call out counsel for doing so. 

Family law practitioners often represent clients held in con-
tempt. There is no appeal from the denial of a request that 
the opposing party be held in contempt. One ground to 
challenge a contempt order is if it lacks a “purge” pro-
vision for getting the client out from under contempt. 

Stays of judgments are an area where family law cases dif-
fer significantly from other cases. Stays in family law ap-
peals are rare, for extreme circumstances such as when a 
parent who won custody is about to leave the country with 
the children. Alimony or child support obligations cannot 
be stayed. For other monetary obligations, there is no avail-
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Cle rePort: the distriCt Court PrograM 
Closes the year with a vibrant Presentation on 

CriMinal PraCtiCe in distriCt Court
By Brian KleinBord

(continued on Page 13)

The 2016-17 Litigation Section program came to a triumphant 
conclusion on March 24, 2017, with the program, Criminal 
Practice in District Court: A Guided Discussion on Criminal 
Practice in the District Court. The program, co-sponsored by 
The MSBA Litigation & Criminal Law & Practice Sections, 
featured an esteemed panel of presenters covering the water-
front of criminal practice in the District Court. This was a very 
well-attended CLE, with a majority of the attendees being law-
yers in private practice, and a smattering of attorneys from vari-
ous State’s Attorney’s Office across the State. Several members 
of the bench and judicial law clerks were in attendance as well.

The event kicked off with an excellent presentation by the 
Honorable Ricardo Zwaig, who functioned as the de facto 
keynote speaker for the program. Judge Zwaig truly delivered 
on the title of his presentation, “Storytelling in the District 
Court: A Judicial Perspective,” as a thoroughly rapt audience 
listened to Judge Zwaig’s insight and advice gleaned from 
his seven years of experience on the District Court bench.  

Judge Zwaig first reflected on his own experience as a lawyer 
in private practice, noting that he initially thought a District 
Court practice would not provide the same challenges of Cir-
cuit Court, but he soon realized that a District Court practice 
was quite rewarding. He discussed the notion of the District 
Court as a “laboratory,” especially in Maryland where the 
two-tiered system allows a de novo appeal to Circuit Court.   

Judge Zwaig emphasized that the same skills that are critical to 
success in Circuit Court apply to District Court as well:  prepa-
ration, diligence, sincerity. Judge Zwaig told the audience that 
lawyers should relish their roles as storytellers and wordsmiths, 
that a lawyer’s weapons in court are words and ideas. For 
instance, Judge Zwaig advised young lawyers never to waive 
an opening statement, even (or especially) in District Court. 
According to Judge Zwaig, opening statement is your primary 
opportunity to tell your story. It also sets the tone for the trial, 
as you establish your credibility with the court. Finally, Judge 
Zwaig offered some great practical, nuts-and-bolts advice on 
trial advocacy skills such as cross-examination. He noted that 
cross-examination is like going shopping at the grocery store:  
your questions should be targeted toward building the items you 
will need for your meal, and that meal is your closing argument.    

Mary Drawbuagh, Esquire, was the next presenter. Her presen-
tation was entitled, “Ethical & Practical Concerns in Domestic 
Violence & Assault Cases.” Ms. Drawbaugh is an attorney in 
private practice at the Frederick, Maryland family law firm 
of Haspel and McLeod. Before entering private practice, Ms. 
Drawbaugh was an Assistant State’s Attorney in Frederick 
County, where she was a felony trial prosecutor and focused 
her practice on handling serious domestic violence cases.  
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(continued from page 2)
AwArd...

THE LITIGATION SECTION  
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

AMY E. ASKEW 
AS RECIPIENT OF THE

2016-2017 
"LITIGATOR OF THE YEAR" AWARD 

 
The award will be presented at the 

annual meeting in Ocean City. 
Please join us June 16th at 8 a.m.

 

attorneys. United States Magistrate William Connelly advised 
us to familiarize ourselves with the federal discovery rules and 
rules for mandatory disclosures. He also advised that only one 
percent of civil cases go to trial in the federal court. If you want 
a firm trial date in the federal district court, you should consider 
asking to refer the case to a magistrate for trial. Among the 
highlights from the state district court judges were as follows: 

•	 If you need to postpone a case, make sure you include 
a proposed order with your motion for postponement, 
and make sure you include three potential dates which 
you have cleared with your opponent and with the 
clerk. Include in the body of your motion that you 
contacted the clerk to secure the proposed dates.

•	 If you know your case will take more than two hours 
to try, file a line informing the court of that so that 
the matter can be specially set. You may also request 
a settlement conference or referral to mediation.

•	 Remember that the district court is not “circuit 
court light.” District court judges have no 
equity court jurisdiction, so you should not be 
asking for injunctive or other equitable relief.

•	 Other than requests for postponement, there 
generally is no motions practice in district 
court. So you should not be filing motions to 
dismiss or motions for summary judgment.

•	 Pay attention to the district court forms. They generally 
list the applicable rules and provide a good guide 
for how you should frame your requests for relief.

•	 Use a headliner to orient the judge to what 
your case is about so he/she can immediately 
begin focusing on the merits rather than wasting 
time trying to guess what your case is about.

•	 Brevity is the hallmark of good advocacy. The judges 
are dealing with such heavy dockets. You would do well 
to simplify your case, distill your story to its essential 
parts. The presiding judge will be very grateful.

•	 If you are representing the plaintiff, do not 
forget to have your client articulate damages. 
In addition to submitting invoices, have the 
client describe how he/she has been affected.

•	 MDEC tips: Do not forget to enter your email address 
and do not forget to sign your filing. If you are having 

problems with MDEC, contact the Judicial Information 
System help desk, not the court clerk’s office. The 
local clerks cannot help you with technical glitches.

Finally, Judge Barbara Waxman shared favorite words 
of advice from Judge Carol Smith (retired): “Take 
a knife in the heart without flinching.” In other words, 
take your losses gracefully and quietly and move on.  

The Litigation Section typically offers these dinner receptions 
with judges on an annual basis, alternating from district court 
to circuit court to appellate court. Be on the lookout next 
Spring so you can take advantage of this worthwhile program.
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(continued on Page 9)

(continued from page 3)
MedicAre...

(A)  the insurance carrier, employer, 
or other entity which under such 
law, plan, or policy is to pay for 
the provision of such services….17

 
Because the MAO Secondary Payer Provision does not 
expressly provide a MAO with the right to assert a private 
cause of action, or address the issue of double damages, two 
issues have emerged: (1) whether a MAO can assert a private 
cause of action for reimbursement of secondary payments, 
and, if so, (2) whether a MAO can recover double damages. 
As discussed below, recent decisions from across the country 
have held that MAOs can essentially step into the shoes of 
the government and pursue a private cause of action against 
a wide range of “entities” that fail to reimburse the MAO 
for conditional payments, and recover double damages.

National Trends - MAO Private Cause of Action and Double 
Damages

The primary cases that recently addressed these issues are In 
re Avandia Marketing Sales Practices and Products Liability 
Litigation (“In re Avandia”),18 Humana Medical Plan, Inc. v. 
Western Heritage Insurance Company (“Western Heritage”)19 
and Humana Insurance Company v. Paris Blank, LLP (“Paris 
Blank”).20 As discussed herein, these cases have not only held 
that a MAO has standing to bring a private cause of action 
and recover double damages, but expansively defined the 
“entities” that can be liable to a MAO, including attorneys.

In In re Avandia, thousands of claimants sued and/or threatened 
to sue Glaxo, a self-insured manufacturer of Avandia, a diabetes 
medication.21 As part of a settlement fund created by Glaxo, 
monies were set aside to reimburse the Medicare Trust Fund 
for conditional payments (i.e. Medicare Parts A and B), but 
no reserves were set aside to reimburse MAOs, including 
Humana.22 As a result, Humana filed a class action, on behalf 
of itself and other similarly situated MAOs, asserting a private 

cause of action against Glaxo for reimbursement of conditional 
payments, and seeking double damages under the MSP.23 On 
appeal from the United States District Court for the Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania’s dismissal of Humana’s class action, 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held 
that MAOs may bring a private cause of action under the MSP, 
explaining that the MSP “is broad and unambiguous, placing 
no limitations upon which private (i.e., non-governmental) 
actors can bring suit for double damages when a primary 
plan fails to appropriately reimburse any secondary payer.”24 
Alternatively, the Court stated in dicta that, even if the MSP 
was ambiguous, “deference to CMS regulations would require 
[the Court] to find that MAOs have the same right to recover 
as the Medicare Trust Fund[.]”25 Accordingly, the Third Circuit 
recognized a private cause of action for MAOs against self-
insured entities, including the recovery of double damages.

In Western Heritage, the underlying plaintiff was enrolled with 
Humana (a MAO) and was injured at a condominium complex 
(the “condo”).26 Humana made approximately $19,000 in 
conditional payments towards the plaintiff’s medical expenses.27 
After the plaintiff filed suit, Humana issued an Organization 
Determination for the $19,000.28 The parties settled for $115,000, 
and the plaintiff released the condo and its liability insurer, 
Western Heritage Insurance Company (“Western Heritage”), 
representing that there was no Medicare lien while agreeing 
to indemnify the condo and Western Heritage against claims 
for Medicare liens.29 Humana attempted to sue the plaintiff in 
State Court, but voluntarily dismissed the action.30 Western 
Heritage then issued the settlement check jointly to the plaintiff 
and Humana as payees, and the plaintiff filed a motion for 
sanctions for non-compliance with the settlement agreement.31  

In response, the parties agreed to a Stipulated Order, in which 
the Court ordered that the settlement check would be issued 
to the plaintiff, without Humana included as a payee, and that 
the plaintiff’s attorney would hold $19,000 in trust to satisfy 
the lien.32 Western Heritage paid the $115,000 settlement in 
accordance with the terms of the Court’s Order, but the plaintiff’s 
attorney, rather than reimburse Humana, attempted to file an 
action for declaratory judgment against Humana, which was 
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.33 Humana, in turn, demanded 
reimbursement from Western Heritage, who refused, leading 
to Humana filing suit against Western Heritage in the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.34  

After the District Court awarded Humana summary judgment, 
Western Heritage appealed, and the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the entry of judgment, 
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holding that Humana possessed a private right of action against 
a liability insurer that did not reimburse the MAO within 60 
days of settlement, and that Western Heritage’s payment to 
the plaintiff was “insufficient to extinguish its prospective 
reimbursement obligation to Humana,” despite payment 
being issued in accordance with a Court order.35 Moreover, 
the Eleventh Circuit held that double damages were not only 
recoverable, but that they are “required” under the MSP because 
“the private cause of action uses the mandatory language 
‘shall’ to describe the damages amount.”36 Accordingly, the 
Eleventh Circuit recognized a private cause of action for MAOs 
against a tortfeasor’s liability insurer, including a mandatory 
award of double damages against the insurer when it “fails to 
provide for primary payment or appropriate reimbursement.”37

In Paris Blank, the plaintiff, who was enrolled with Humana 
(a MAO), was involved in a motor vehicle accident.38 Humana 
made conditional payments in the amount of approximately 
$191,000 towards the plaintiff’s medical expenses.39 The 
plaintiff retained Paris Blank, LLP (the “law firm”) to file 
suit on her behalf, and the case ultimately settled for about 
$475,000, of which a number of different insurance companies 
contributed.40 The law firm advised CMS of the settlement, 
who, in turn, confirmed that there was no Medicare lien (under 
Parts A and B), but, of course, was silent as to any Medicare 
Advantage (Part C) lien.41 Of note, the law firm was aware 
of the existence of Humana, as one of the settlement checks 
was made payable jointly to Humana and the law firm in the 
amount of $20,000.42 After the insurance company who issued 
the $20,000 check refused the law firm’s request to reissue the 
check payable solely to the plaintiff, the law firm proceeded 
to deposit the funds without Humana’s endorsement.43 The 
law firm then disbursed the settlement monies to the plaintiff, 
after which Humana issued an Organization Determination for 
the previous $191,000 conditional payment.44 The law firm 
requested a waiver, arguing that CMS previously confirmed that 
there was no Medicare lien, but Humana denied the request, 
and the law firm ultimately did not reimburse Humana.45  

As a result, Humana filed suit against the law firm in the 
United States District Court for the Eastern District of 
Virginia.46 The law firm filed a Motion to Dismiss, which was 
denied.47 In its ruling, the District Court, after acknowledging 
that there was no Fourth Circuit precedent on point, relied 
heavily upon the reasoning in In re Avandia, referring to 
the decision as a “thorough and well reasoned opinion.”48 
Consistent with the Third Circuit, the District Court found 
that the MSP affords MAOs a private right of action for 
double damages where a primary plan fails to pay, and held 
that Humana could maintain its action against the law firm 
because, among other reasons, attorneys are enumerated in 

the Code of Federal Regulations as an “entity” from whom 
recovery under the MSP may be sought.49 Accordingly, the 
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia recognized 
a private cause of action for MAOs against attorneys and 
law firms, including the recovery of double damages.

Practice Pointers

As MAOs continue to secure favorable precedent establishing 
their right to pursue private causes of action and recover 
double damages against more and more classes of persons/
entities who “receive” payments from a primary payer, 
litigators must implement practices to identify and resolve 
Medicare Advantage (Part C) liens as early as practicable. 
As an initial measure, plaintiffs’ attorneys should expand 
their initial intake forms to attempt to confirm whether 
prospective clients are enrolled in Medicare, are Medicare 
eligible and/or have received Evidence of Coverage from a 
MAO. The client should also be advised to notify the attorney 
of any documentation she receives from a MAO, including, 
for example, Evidence of Coverage and Organization 
Determinations. The earlier an attorney can identify the 
involvement of a MAO, the more equipped she will be to address 
conditional payment reimbursements at the time of settlement.

MAOs can be difficult to identify because, as noted above, 
they are private insurers, and there is no standardized, 
streamlined mechanism (like for Medicare Parts A and B) 
for attorneys to easily discern which insurers participate 
in the Medicare Advantage (Part C) program. Therefore, 
during the course of discovery, and as insurance plans are 
identified and medical records and bills are produced, it 
is prudent for attorneys to cross-check the names of such 
insurers with the available list of MAOs online. This is 
particularly important in light of the facts in Paris Blank, in 
which the identification of Humana by one of the settling 
insurance companies put the lawyer on notice that a MAO 
was involved, thereby triggering exposure to the lawyers for 
failing to timely reimburse the MAO for conditional payments.

Attorneys can also expect additional discovery to identify 
Medicare Advantage (Part C) liens, including interrogatories and 
deposition inquiries, as well as particularized settlement terms 
to address the issuance of payment, satisfaction of Medicare 
liens and affirmations from the settling plaintiff that she is not 
enrolled in a Medicare Advantage program. In this regard, 
plaintiff’s attorneys can expect defense counsel to include 
harsher, liquidated damages-like provisions for the failure 
to repay an unidentified MAO. With the holding in Western 
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Heritage, where a MAO was awarded summary judgment 
against a tortfeasor’s liability insurer for issuing payment 
in accordance with the terms of a Court Order, insurance 
companies and attorneys must undertake the appropriate 
precautions to identify and protect conditional payments, as 
the exposure for failing to reimburse MAOs is ever expanding.
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seek injunctive relief, although liquidated damages may be 
available.23 In determining whether to grant an interlocutory 
injunction, Maryland courts use the following factors: “(1) 
the likelihood that the plaintiff will succeed on the merits; (2) 
the ‘balance of convenience’ determined by whether greater 
injury would be done to the defendant by granting the injunc-
tion than would result from its refusal; (3) whether the plaintiff 
will suffer irreparable injury unless the injunction is granted 
(this factor must also be evaluated within the basic context of 
the balance-of-hardship test); and (4) the public interest.”24 
First, the employer will need to prove the employment agree-
ment is valid and enforceable, with special attention paid to 
whether there was sufficient consideration.25 In Simko Inc. v. 
Graymar Co., the Court of Special Appeals found that contin-
ued employment showed adequate consideration in a restrictive 
covenant.26 Next, in developing an argument for the second and 
third factors, prudent attorneys should focus on the irreparable 
harm the plaintiff employer will face if the covenant is not 
enforced.27 The harm should be precisely calculated prior to 
filing suit in order to sway the court away from its preference 
for unrestrained freedom of contract.28 For example, perhaps the 
employee had access to confidential client lists and switched to 
a competing business with the intention of poaching clients. In 
that case, calculating the financial impact on the plaintiff em-
ployer’s business may persuade the court to enforce the restric-
tive covenant despite a public interest in flexibility in employ-
ment. The business’ particular losses may change the strategy, 
but a precise calculation of the harm is essential. Economic 
damages are typically calculated by lost profits.  However, even 
when an employer cannot prove lost profits, a court may nev-
ertheless enforce the covenant and award nominal damages.29 

Lastly, business entities seeking to protect confidential 
information should consider the dangers posed to that 
information by engaging in the litigation process. Dur-
ing discovery, attorneys for the employee may request the 
confidential or proprietary information the employer sought 
to protect. Without a protective order, the exposure dur-
ing discovery could prove more damaging to the client’s 
business interests than the risk from losing the employee. 
Restrictive covenants not to compete in employment agree-
ments may be puzzling, but a strategic approach can bolster 
and minimize risk for particularized businesses. Although 
rules governing enforcement remain murky and somewhat 
fact specific, well-tailored non-compete agreements are 
valuable safeguards for valid, protectable business interests.
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able market for bond on domestic cases. If a client cannot 
make an up-front payment, counsel should be creative, such 
as by asking the circuit court to approve a payment plan. 

The Section of Litigation and the Appellate Practice 
Committee extend their thanks to the Family and Juve-
nile Law Section and to Miles & Stockbridge for their 
co-sponsorship of this event, and their thanks to the 
moderator, panelists, and attendees for a great evening. 

(continued from page 5)
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Ms. Drawbaugh drew on her background in the trenches to 
offer an excellent, hands-on presentation addressing some 
of the most vexing issues for prosecuting and defense at-
torneys in District Court. Specifically, Ms. Drawbaugh of-
fered compelling, real-life illustrations of the challenges of 
litigating peace and protective orders, and dealing with the 
frequently overlapping criminal and family law issues. Ms. 
Drawbaugh’s useful written materials gave the attendees a 
thorough review of the pertinent statutes and rules in domestic 
violence cases, as well as sample court documents and a list 
of domestic violence legal service providers in Maryland.

Brian Kleinbord presented next. Mr. Kleinbord is the former 
chief of the Maryland Attorney General’s Office Criminal 
Appeals Division and currently a Senior Assistant State’s 
Attorney in Montgomery County. Mr. Kleinbord delivered a 
lively PowerPoint presentation covering a number of thorny 
search and seizure issues facing District Court criminal prac-
titioners. The topics covered were: the doctrinal differences 
between an accosting, detention, and arrest; so-called “second 
stops” and issues associated with K-9 alerts during traffic stops; 
the issue of standing and reasonable expectation of privacy; 
and, issues relating to probable cause car searches based on 
odor of marijuana, an issue of great immediacy in light of 
the recent decriminalization of under 10 grams of marijuana.

The program included group exercises, in which the audi-
ence was given a fact pattern and asked to break down into 
small groups to discuss and then decide how the appellate 
court would likely decide the issue. This exercise illustrated 
the highly fact-specific nature of many search and seizure 
issues, and demonstrated why appellate courts are so fre-
quently divided on such cases. Our group exercise was no 
different: the attendees often came out on different sides of 
the same issue, but everyone who volunteered gave thought-
ful and well-reasoned responses to the questions posed.  

Mr. Kleinbord’s program offered a review of the leading search 
and seizure cases over the last several years from both the 
Maryland appellate courts and the United State Supreme Court. 
Some of the case highlighted were:  Utah v. Strieff, 136 S. Ct. 
2056 (2016), a landmark Fourth Amendment ruling, in which 
the Supreme Court held that the discovery of an outstanding 
arrest warrant during an initially illegal traffic stop can break 
the chain of causation, such that the evidence recovered is not 
subject to suppression. In addition, Mr. Kleinbord discussed the 
recent Maryland Court of Appeals’ ruling in Robinson v. State, 
451 Md. 94 (2017), in which the Court held that the decrimi-
nalization of under 10 grams of marijuana did not change the 
well-settled principle that police have probable cause to search 
a car based on the odor of marijuana. The Court reasoned that 

marijuana was still considered “contraband,” and thus unlawful 
to possess, and, moreover, the odor of marijuana alone could in-
dicate possession of well over 10 grams of marijuana in the car.        

The program concluded with a presentation by Andrew 
Alperstein, Esquire, of the Baltimore law firm Alperstein & 
Diener. Mr. Alperstein has been in private practice for nearly 
20 years, and he thus has a wealth of experience in prosecut-
ing District Court criminal and traffic cases. Mr. Alperstein’s 
presentation focused on the practical aspects of trying a 
DUI case in District Court, nicely weaving personal battle 
stories with valuable hands-on instruction. Mr. Alperstein 
emphasized the importance of reviewing the charging docu-
ment, particularly from the perspective of defense counsel, 
as there are many defenses and potential issues to be raised 
from errors in the charging document. Mr. Alperstein also 
discussed the Standardized Field Sobriety Tests (SFSTs), 
and encouraged defense attorneys to “hold the officers feet 
to the fire” when it comes to the instructions on the SFSTs.    

Finally, Mr. Alperstein discussed an important issue with 
which many Maryland criminal practitioners are currently 
grappling: the introduction of police body camera footage 
in criminal and traffic cases. Mr. Alperstein praised police 
departments for adopting these policies and he noted that 
the cameras make police officers more accountable which 
ultimately leads to better policing. But, he noted the practi-
cal challenges that litigators (both prosecutors and defense 
attorneys) face in culling through hours of discovery pro-
duced by body camera footage. For defense attorneys, Mr. 
Alperstein noted, this new phenomenon adds a tremendous 
amount of time to case preparation which must be fac-
tored in to an assessment of the case with each new client.

All in all, the program, Criminal Practice in District Court:  
A Guided Discussion on Criminal Practice in the District 
Court, was a rousing success and great way to end this year’s 
District Court program. The feedback from attendees was 
overwhelmingly positive, as the audience found this to be 
a particularly useful CLE program. Special thanks go out to 
Mary Ellen Flynn for her hard work in putting the program 
together, and to Judges Kathryn Grill Graeff and Julie Ste-
venson Solt, chairs of the Litigation and Criminal Practice 
Sections, respectively. We look forward to seeing everyone 
in 2017-18 for the return of the Circuit Court program!              
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Report of the Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee recommends the following persons for 
2017-2018 Litigation Section Council:

Officers
Chair, Mary Ellen Flynn
Chair-Elect, Honorable Michael DiPietro
Vice-Chair, Erin Risch
Secretary, Andy Baida
Robert (Bob) Fiore for Treasurer

New Section Council Members
Brian Kleinbord to complete the term of Bob Fiore (Class of 2019)
Barron L. Stroud to complete the term of Alicia Wilson (Class of 2019)

Ryan Perlin to serve as Young Lawyers Liaison again

Past Chairs:
Honorable Kathryn Graeff, Jonathan Kagan, and John Markovs

The following persons will be serving a second term and be in Class of 2020:
Honorable Theresa Adams
Steven Michael Klepper
J. Bradford McCullough
Michele Joan McDonald

The following persons will continue their terms on the Section Council:

Class of 2018
Angela Grau
Lydia Lawless
Tracy Steedman
Alan Sternstein

Class of 2019
Richard Allen DeTar
Ann Sheridan
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Friday, June 16, 2017, Educational Session I: 8 a.m.-8:30 a.m.

LITIGATION SECTION BREAKFAST AND BUSINESS MEETING
Litigator of the Year award will be announced and a Hot Breakfast Buffet will be served.

8:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
SPOILING FOR A FIGHT - 
PREVENTING, SPOTTING AND ADDRESSING ESI DESTRUCTION
Join an esteemed panel of forensic and legal experts for a timely discussion of the litiga-
tion issues presented by electronically stored information ("ESI"). The program will begin 
with an overview of controlling legal principles, including the applicable Maryland law and 
recent changes to the federal rules. The overview will be followed by a discussion of how to 
spot potential spoliation from a forensic perspective and, when spotted, how and whether 
to dig further. The final session will examine the anatomy of a recent motion based on the 
spoliation of ESI in which terminating sanctions were imposed followed by a question and 
answer session.

Speakers:  Michael D. Berman, Rifkin Weiner Livingston, LLC; David Greetham,  
   Ricoh-USA; Jean E. Lewis, Kramon & Graham, P.A., David J. Shuster, 
   Kramon & Graham, P.A.

Program Sponsor: Litigation Section

Program Chairs: Alan B. Sternstein, Esq. and Ann M. Sheridan, Esq.

Friday, June 16, 2017, Education Session II: 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT YEAR IN REVIEW
Experienced Supreme Court observes and advocates will review the Court's current 2016 
Term, including its most high profile cases.

Speakers:  James A. Feldman, Supreme Court litigator; Dahlia Lithwick,  
   Senior Editor  at Slate; Catherine M.A. Carroll, Partner, Appellate and  
   Supreme Court Litigation Practice, WilmerHale

Moderator:  Steven M. Klepper, Kramon & Graham, P.A.

Program Sponsor: Appellate Practice Committee, Section of Litigation

Program Chair: Judge Kevin F. Arthur and Steven M. Klepper, Esq.

Conference Room:  Light lunch will be served
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